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A modulus function 4 is a continuous strictly increasing subadditive real valued 
function 4: [0, co) + [0, co) for which d(O) = 0. The object of this paper is to define 
d-nuclear operators in Banach spaces. The basic properties of these operators are 
studied. In particular it is proved that &nuclear operators are stable under injective 
tensor product. In case of Hilbert spaces, the extreme points of the unit ball and the 
isomerries of such class of operators are characterized. $2 1990 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E and F be Banach spaces. An operator TE L(E, F) is called 
nuclear if T= C,“= 1 u,@ v,, u, E E*, vn~F, and I,“=, ll~,,ll II~,/I < ~0. For 
E= F= l*, nuclear operators in L(12) are just the trace class operators. 
For 0 < p < 1, p-nuclear operators were defined by Grothendieck, [S]. 
T E L(E, F) is called p-nuclear if T = C,“=, U, 0 v, and C,“= i IIu,lI p llvnll p 
<co, where u,EE* and V,E F. In case of Hilbert spaces, p-nuclear 
operators are just the Schatten class C,. 
In this paper we define #-nuclear operators in Banach spaces, where 4 is 
what is called a modulus function. 
In Section 2, we study the basic properties of these operators. In par- 
ticular we show that if q5( 1) = 1, then the dual of &nuclear operators in 
L(E, F) is isometrically isomorphic to L(E*, F*). Further we prove that 
&nuclear operators are stable under injective tensor product. In Section 3, we 
study d-nuclear operators in Hilbert spaces. The extreme points of the unit 
ball and the isometries of &nuclear operators are characterized. Throughout 
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this paper, if E and F are Banach spaces, L(E, F) denotes the space of all 
bounded linear operators from E into F. The dual of a Banach space E is 
E*. The completed projective and injective tensor products of E and Fare 
denoted by E6 F and E@ F, respectively. (Si) is the natural basis of lp for 
1 < p < co. The set of complex numbers is denoted by C. 
2. N,(E, 4 
Let 4 be a continuous real valued function defined on [0, co). We call 
0 a modulus function if 
(i) 4(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0 
(ii) 4 is strictly increasing 
(iii) q5(x+~)<<(x)+q5(y)forallx,yE[O,cO). 
One can easily see that d(x) =x p, 0~ p d 1, and 4(x) =ln(l +x) are 
modulus functions. Further if q5 is a modulus function then II/ = q3/( 1+ 4) is 
a modulus function. 
Let E and F be Banach spaces, and E*@F be the algebraic tensor 
product of E* with F. For TEE* @ F, we define 
/ITl14=inf 
( 
i d(ll4 IluAl) T 
n=l ) 
where the intimum is taken over all representations T= Et= , a,, @ u, of 
TEE*@F. 
The continuity and subadditivity of 4 gives the following: 
LEMMA 2.1. II /I( is a metric on E* 0 Ffor any modulus function q5. 
It should be remarked that if q5 is a convex function then II 11) is not a 
metric [S]. 
Let N,(E, F) be the completion of E* @ F under the metric 11 I/). 
The general properties of NJE, F) can be summarized in the following 
simple theorem: 
THEOREM 2.2. (i) (N&E, F), II 11,) 1s a complete metric linear space 
(ii) Finite rank operators of L(E, F) are dense in N,(E, F) 
(iii) (N,(E, F), I/ II++) G (N,(E, F), 1) 11,) and the inclusion map 
I: N,(E, F) + N,(E, F) is continuous where N,(E, F) is the ideal of nuclear 
operators in L(E, F). 
(iv) N,( E, F) is a two sided ideal in L(E, F). 
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Set Id = {(x,): I(x/(~ =C,“=l 4 Ix,1 < co, x,EC}. Then I” is a metric 
linear space. We refer to [ 1 ] for more on l4 spaces. 
One can define &nuclear operators in L(E, I@) and L(I@, F), where 
continuous operators replace bounded operators in the definition of 
L(E, Id) and L(1”, E). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let m = (m,) E I+. Then the operator 
T,:l = -+I”, 
defined by 
Tm(xi) = (mix,) 
is d-nuclear. 
Proof Define S,=C:=, m,8i@Si, where 6,(k)= 1 if n= k and 0 
otherwise. Then each S, E N&l”, lm) and (IS,/I, f l(m/lO. 
Further, for n > k 
IIS,,-Skll+b i 4 14 -to as n, k-+ CC 
i=k+l 
Hence (S,) is a Cauchy sequence in N,(l”, l#). But since S,,x+ T,x for 
all XEI=, it follows that T,,, E N,(l”, I@). 
Now we prove 
THEOREM 2.4. Let I$ be any modulus function and TE L(E, F). Then the 
,following are equivalent 
0) TE N,(E, F) 
(ii) There exists a commutative diagram, 
1” - rfn 14 
where B E L(E, 1”) and A is a continuous linear operator. 
Proof. (i)-+(ii). Let TEN~(E, F) and T=x:,“=, A,u,Ov, be a 
representation of T, where (A,,)E lm, U,E E’*, V,E F, and (Iu,II = llvnll = 1. 
Define the operators: 
409 14&I-11 
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B: E-+1”, B(x)= ((u,, x>). 
T,:l Oc +14, T,(x) = (&xi) 
A:l”+F, A@;)= f x,u,. 
i= I 
Then Ti. is bounded and A is continuous. Further T= ATi,B. 
(ii) + (i). Let T = AT,,,B. By Lemma 2.3, T,,, is &nuclear, 
Theorem 2.2 (v) now gives TE N,(E, F). 
Let [x] denote the greatest integer function. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let Tj E N,(E,, F,), i = 1, 2. Then T, 63 T, E N+( E, 6 E,, 
F, 6 Fd V&v) d d(x) KY) then 
IlT,OT,lI,G lIT,ll, IITz/14. 
Proof Let T, = AiT,,Bi, i= 1,2 be the factorization of Ti as in 
Theorem 2.4. Since I” @I” c 1 “(N x N), [3], it follows that B, @B, E 
L(E,@EE,,l”(NxN)). Now lb@ld=14(NxN), [2]. We claim that 
is continuous. To see that, let h E 1 i” 6 1 m G 1 “(N x N). Then 
llm, am2 .hll, =C 4 Im,(i) m2(d h(i, Al 
hi 
<Cd I llhll, ~ml(i)m2U)l 
d Cllhll, + 11 Ilm,0m2114. 
Hence Tm, @ T,,(h) E I4 6 1” for all h E 1 “(N x N). 
The Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, together with the 
continuity of I$ implies that T,, 0 T,,,2 is continuous. 
That A, @A,: 1” @ I@ = 14(N x N) + E, 6 F2 is immediate. Further 
T,OT,=A,T,,B,OAzT,,B, 
=(A,OA,)(T,,OT,,)(B,OB,). 
By Theorem 2.4, T, @ T, E N( El 6 Ez, F, 6 Fz). 
Since IIBiJJ d 1, and IIAj(S,,)ll = 1, it follows that 
II TIllm = inf II Tm,l14. 
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Further, if #(xy) d d(x) d(y) then: 
From that we get 1) T, @ T2 II 6 < 11 T, II b . II T2 /I #. This ends the proof. 
It should be remarked that Theorem 2.5 states that the operator ideal 
N&E, F) is stable under injective tensor-product. For d(x) =x, Holub [5] 
proved the stability of the ideal of nuclear operators N,. 
Now, though (NJ& F), 11 IIs) is not a normed space, one can define the 
dual of N,. In fact, we define the dual of N,(E, F) to be the class of all 
continuous linear complex (or real) valued functions on N&E, P). We write 
N,*(E, F) for the dual of N,(E, F). 
For JEN$(E, F) we set 
llJll,=~u~{IJ(W llTll,W 
We now characterize the dual of N,(E, F). 
THEOREM 2.6. Let q5 be any modulus function. Then: 
(i) (NZ(E, F), 11 II@) is a Banach space. 
(ii) There is a (1 - 1) and onto correspondence b tween N$(E, F) and 
L(E*, F*) 
(iii) If d(l) = 1, then N$(E, F) is isometrically isomorphic to 
L(E*, F*). 
Proof. (i) If J, is a Cauchy sequence in N$(E, F), then J,(T) is a 
Cauchy sequence in @. We set J(T) = lim, J,(T). One can use the con- 
tinuity of J,, and the fact that (J,) is Cauchy in N$(E, F) to show that J 
is continuous. 
(ii) Consider the map 
K: N,f(E, F) --)r L(E*, F*), 
where 
(K(J) x*, v>=J(x*Oy) 
for all JE N$(E, F), x* E E*, and y E F. Since J is continuous, it follows 
that K(J) is bounded. That K is (1 - 1) follows from the definition of K. 
To see that K is onto: Let A E L(E*, F*). Consider JA: N+(E, F) -V @, 
defined by 
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where x,2, XT @ yi is an arbitrary element of N&E, F). Since N,(E, F) G 
N,(E, F), it follows from Lemma 4.1.2 of [lo] that C1z i (Ax:, r,) is 
finite and independent of the representation of the element Cp”= i xf 0 y;. 
The continuity of JA is immediate. Further K(J,) = A. 
(iii) Assume #( 1) = 1. Since 4 is a modulus function, it follows that 
the unit ball of N,(E, F) is contained in the unit ball of N,(E, F). It follows 
from (*) that llJ,II,< llAll. 
On the other hand, since 1IAII = sup{ I(.4x*, ,v)/ : /1x*(1 = llyll = l}, we 
get II,4 /I Q (IJ,(l,. Consequently K is an isometry. This ends the proof. 
3. N,(I’, 12) 
Throughout this section, we assume E = F= 12. Further, we will use 
another equivalent definition of NJ12, 12). 
If TE 1 2 @ 1’ is a finite rank operator on 1 2, then T has a representation 
T=C;=, a,(T)e,@f,, where a,(T)>0 and decreasing, (ek) is an 
orthonormal set, and (fk) is an orthonormal set in 12. The elements 
01(T), . . . . a,(T) are the s-numbers of T, [9]. We define 
IlTIl,= i #(con)> 
k=l 
where 4 is a given modulus function. 
If T, and T2 are in 12&12, then [9, Prop. 11.8.11, 
a,,+,(T, + T,)6a,+,(T,)+a,+,(T,), 
Hence the subadditivity of 4 implies that 
IIT,+ T2114G lIT,ll,+ llT2Ilqs. 
This enables one to prove that I( I/( is a metric (or semi-norm) on 1’ @ l*. 
We define N,(l’, 1’) to be the completion of 12@12 under the metric II /lb. 
As in the projective tensor product case [9, p. 2151, it can be seen easily 
thatifTENJl*,l’),thenT=C,“=, a,(T)e,Of,andIITll,=C,“=, 4 Ian(T 
If b(x) =xp, O<pd 1, then N,(l*, 12) is the Schatten class C,, [9]. 
N,(l’, 12) is the space of trace operators, and as in Theorem 2.2, 
N,(l’, 12) E N,(12, 1’). 
Let B, = (TE N,(l’, 1’): I(Tl), < l}. We call B, the unit ball of N4(12, 1’). 
It is not difficult to see that B, is not convex. An element TEB~ is called 
extreme ifwhenever T=crT,+(l-cc)T,, O<cc<l, and T,,T,EB,, then 
T= T, = T,. Though BI is not convex, one can study the extreme points 
of B,. The extreme points for C, were characterized by Holub [6]. For 
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1 < p < co, every point of norm 1 is an extreme point of the unit ball of 
C,? c71. 
The following theorem characterizes the extreme points of N,(1’, [*) 
which, in particular, characterizes the extreme points of the unit ball of the 
Schatten class C,, 0 < p < 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let C$ be any modulus function such that d(l) = 1. Let 
TE B, E N,(12, 12). The following are equivalent: 
(i) T is an extreme point of B, 
(ii) T= u 0 v, for some u and v in the unit ball of 12. 
Proof. (ii)-+(i). Let T=uQvEB~, and /ITI(,=l. If T is not an 
extreme point of B,, then there exists T, and T, in B, such that T = 
aT,+(l-a)T, for some O<cc<l. Since q5(1)=1, it follows that T,T,, 
and T2 are in the unit ball of N1(12, 12) = C, = Trace-class operators and 
(I TIl I = 1. Hence T is not an extreme point of the unit ball of C,. But, 
every element u @ v with Ilull = Ilull = 1 is an extreme of the unit ball of C,, 
[6]. This is a contradiction. Hence T must be an extreme point of B,. 
(i) -+ (ii). Let TE N,(l*, l*), I(TIl,= 1 be an extreme point of B,. If 
possible, let T have a representation T= C,“= i o,(T) e,@ fn, such that 
o,,(T) ~0, on*(T) #O for some n, and n2. With no loss of generality let 
n, = I and n,=2. Let 
The subadditivity of q5 implies that I( T,II ( Q 1 and (1 T,JI d < 1. Further 
where ccl=ol(T)/(oI(T)+a2(T)) and a2=a,(T)/(a,(T)+~2(T)). This 
contradicts the assumption on T. Hence T must be a one-rank operator. 
This ends the proof. 
4. I~~METRIE~ OF NJ/*, 12) 
Let us write N, for N,(l’, l*). A linear map J: N, + N, is called an 
isometry if llJ( T) I( ) = /) TII + for all T E N,. 
Clearly if J is an isometric onto operator,‘then J takes the extreme points 
of B, onto the extreme points of B,. 
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Now, we consider real l2 to prove: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 4 be any modulus function for which & 1) = 1. If 
J: Nti --) N, is a continuous linear map, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) J is an isometric onto operator 
(ii) There exist isometric linear maps J, and J2 onto 1’ such that 
J=J,OJ, (or J=J2@J,). 
To prove the theorem, we need first the following: 
LEMMA 4.2. (i) Let T, and T2 be two elements in L(12), each of rank 
one. Then T, i- T2 is a one-rank operator tf and only tf either T, and Tz have 
the same range or have the same kernel. 
(ii) If J is an isometric operator of N,, then J maps one-rank 
operators that have the same range to one-rank operators that have the same 
range or that have the same kernel. 
Proof (i) T,=e,Qfi, T,=e,@f,, and T,+T,=e@f=e,@f,+ 
e,0f2. Hence (e,x)f= (e,,x)fr+ (e,,x)f2 for all x~l*. Hence 
f =alfi +a2f2, where CI~ and a2 are non-zero real numbers. Taking 
adjoints, of T,, T, and T1 + T2 we get e = b, e, + b2e2, where b, and b2 are 
non-zero real numbers. Hence 
e@f =a,b,e,0fi+a,b2e20f2+a,b2e,0f2+a2b,e2Qf,. 
If e, and e2 are independent and if fi and f2 are independent, then 
a, b, = a2b2 = 1 and a, b2 = a2b, = 0. This is impossible. Hence either T, 
and T2 have the same range or the same kernel. 
(ii) Let T, and T2 be one-rank operators that have the same range. 
Since J is an isometric onto operator of N,, J( T,) and J( T2) are one-rank 
operators. Since T, and T2 have the same range, then T, + T2 is a one-rank 
operator. Hence J( T, + T2) is a one-rank operator. By the first part of the 
lemma, this can happen only if J( T,) and .J( T,) either have the same range 
or the same kernel. This ends the proof of the Lemma. 
Proof of the Theorem. (ii) --) (i). S ince isometric operators take 
orthonormal sets to orthonormal sets in 12, it follows that the map 
J: N+-+N4, where JE,“=, o,(T)e,Of,)=C,“=, a,(T) J,e,0J2f,, is an 
isometry of Nd. Since J, and J2 are onto, then J= J, @J, is onto. 
(i) + (ii). Let J be an isometric onto operator of N6. 
For l3~1*, set 
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By Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.2, we have J(Ei(O)) = E,(w,) or J(Ei(O)) = 
EZ(wZ), for some wi and w2 in 1’. The same is true for &(0). The space 
Ei(0) is called l-stable if J(Ei(0)) =E,(w) for some w E l*. It is called 
2-stable if J(E,(B)) = E,(w) for some w E I*. Set 
K, = (9~1~: E,(B)is l-stable) 
K,= {8E12:E1(8)is2-stable}. 
Then each K, is a subspace. Further 
K,nK,=Q and K,vK,=l*. 
Hence either K, = Z* or K, = 12. With no loss of generality we can assume 
K, = Z2. Hence E,(O) is l-stable for all I3 E I*. In a similar way, one shows 
that E,(8) is either l-stable for all 6, E Z* or it is 2-stable for all tI E l*. 
However, since we assumed that E,(O) is l-stable for all OE 12, it follows 
easily that E*(e) must be 2-stable for all 8 E l*, noting that J is onto. 
NOW, fix 8EZ* and llOj\ = 1. Then J(f@O)=fi@O,. Since AJ,@(O,/A) 
=fiOO,, we can assume that l\OJ = 1. Similarly J(O@f)=e2@f2 and 
110211 = . Since E;(O) is assumed to be l-stable, then we can fix 8,, 8, as 
fvaries. Define the maps 
Ji: I* --) l2 
It follows from the above arguments that each Ji is a well defined linear 
map. Since lIeill = 1 and J is onto we get that each Jj is an onto isometry. 
Further it can be realized that J(f 0 g) = J,(f) 0 J,(g) for all f and g in 
I*. This ends the proof. 
Closing Remarks. The method of proof which is given in the above 
theorem, can be used to characterize the isometries of the space X6 Y, 
where X and Y are dual space. In fact, one can prove 
THEOREM. Let X and Y he any Banach spaces. Then the following are 
equivalent 
(i) J: X* 6 Y* -+ X* 6 Y* is an isometry 
(ii) There exists J,: X* +X*, J,: Y* -+ Y* such that each Ji is an 
isometry, and J= J1 Q J2. 
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